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																				University Plaza

										
																				140 Simcoe Street

Our University Plaza location is conveniently located in one of Toronto’s most vibrant downtown neighborhoods, . 										
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																				QWest

																				168 Simcoe Street

QWEST is conveniently located in a dynamic neighborhood of downtown Toronto near the intersection of Richmond at University Avenue. In 										
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																				Maple Leaf Square

																				55/65 Bremner Blvd

Maple Leaf Square is a vibrant global entertainment destination located in the epicenter of Toronto’s sports and entertainment district. 										
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																				Pantages

																				210 Victoria Street


This world-class tower is within walking distance of some of Toronto's most famous tourist attractions. 										
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														Furnished Apartments & Short Term Rentals - Toronto

							
								
															INQUIRE NOW 

Discover a New Way to Stay…

If you find yourself growing tired of the hotel scene, you’re not alone. More and more travelers are turning to furnished apartment rentals (Corporate Housing) and Toronto Executive Rentals in Toronto instead of the traditional hotel, and they love every minute of it! Toronto Furnished Apartments offers a refreshing alternative to the traditional and extended hotel experience. We’ve got the best and most comfortable furnished apartments downtown Toronto has to offer!

Short or Long Term Rentals in Toronto for Any Occasion

Toronto Furnished Apartments are an ideal solution.

	Corporate Housing
	Work transfers or relocation
	Insurance Housing Solutions
	Extended training programs
	Housing during major home renovations
	Vacation accommodations
	Why Choose Toronto Furnished Apartments?
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																										This is my first time in Toronto, so finding a proper furnished apartment for my stay here was my top priority. I really liked what I saw on their website and the amazing list of features! The apartment looked exactly like it is shown online, in case 													
-- Benoît Poudrier
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																										TFA is a great company to work with amazing employees. Their furnished apartments are great compared to living in a hotel. I would definitely encourage anyone who is looking for a furnished apartment vs a hotel room to use the services of TFA.													
-- Shailesh G
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																										Apartments are near major attractions. Very clean and well furnished. The price was great compared to a hotel. Full kitchens and ensuite washer and dryer are a definite benefit. The TFA staff service was excellent! I would rent here again in a minute 													
– Graham G
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																										Over the past 6 months the staff’s service and apartment quality have met or exceeded my expectations every time.  They are extremely accommodating and make you feel like the suite is your home away from home during your stay.													
-  Jaimie Cooke-Dallin
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																										Toronto furnished apartment is reliable professional company, I have been renting an apartment for 3 years now. The team of Toronto furnished apartment is one big family and I would like to express my appreciation for the excellent services.													
-- G. Caldwell
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																										We Stayed here for around nine months and had a wonderful experience. Be it house cleaning or services, I can definitely recommend it (Toronto Furnished Apartments) to my friends and family.													--Suraj Bahl
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					Contact Us
	Telephone #: 1-800-908-6795

	Fax #: (416) 546-7150
	Mailing Address:
 Toronto Furnished Apartments 
 
						142 Simcoe St, 

						Toronto, ON 

						M5H 3G4
	 
	E-mail Us: info@torontofurnishedapartments.com
	® 2012 - 2016
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